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Background

Nate was keen on the idea that 
not only are markets important 
for competition, but also b/c they 
enable the division of labor, 
particularly in the capital good 
industry

Nathan Rosenberg
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Ashish ... 

... has vision

... is a rigorous researcher

... has solutions to problems

... knows his limitations
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Ashish has vision

—David: Why are you taking a PhD? What are you aspirations?

—Diligent students such as me ... To become a well-trained scholar, to 
learn how to do high-quality research, to make good policies, or to save 
the world

—Ashish: To say the same things I say now, but then people will listen to 
me!

Context: First day of Graduate School, Stanford University, all new PhD 
students gathered in a room with David Starrett, Director of Graduate 
Studies
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Ashish is a rigorous researcher

—Ashish (waving his hand from the audience): This paper is totally 
wrong!!

—The victim (... I mean the speaker): ME ... 
... on a paper in which Ashish was the co-author

Context: NBER Summer productivity workshop, seminar, in the 
audience ... Zvi Griliches, Ariel Pakes, Manuel Trajtenberg, Boris 
Jovanovic, ... circa 1992
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Ashish has solutions to problems

—Andrea: If I dress casually and everyone dresses formally, I will be 
uncomfortable. If I dress formally, and everyone dresses casually, I will 
look like an idiot. 

—Ashish: ... dress formally!
• If everyone dresses formally, you are ok

• If everyone dresses casually, you say that you are Alfonso Gambardella

Context: Andrea invited at AoM to present the MFT book co-authored 
by the three of us, circa 2001. Never gone to a management conference, 
had no clue about dressing codes of B-school events
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Ashish knows his limitations

—Ashish: ... 
• You’d love to meet my good friend and colleague, Alfonso – whenever he 

enters into a room, everyone turns from sad to happy
• Unlike me ... whenever I enter a room, everyone turns from happy to sad

Context: Bunch of graduate students at Duke, Ashish discussing a joint 
paper with me (reported to me)
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MFT: General Background

—XIX century Lone inventors, sell their technologies (Edison) ... 
(Lamoreaux, Sokoloff)

—Since 1920s technologies more complex and riskier to develop à
inventors employed in (large) firms (Schumpeter, Mowery, Cohen)

—Since 1980s rise of MFT again
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More recently ... 
Patent transactions may be tapering off ....
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Factors affecting MFT

—Nature of knowledge (more codified)

—Intellectual property (appropriability, Teece)

—Competition (revenue vs rent dissipation)

—Size of the market (generality of knowledge, GPT)

—Organization of firms (large firms limited incentives to license)
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Nature of knowledge
—MFT more likely when knowledge is codified and can be embodied 

in some “object” (e.g., compound, algorithm, formula) (Arora & 
Gambardella, 1994)

—Life sciences, engineering sciences, software make this easier … 
and easies patentability and definition of claims
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Intellectual Property
—IP encourages 

• technology sales vs integration (Teece, 1986; Gans et al., 2002), especially by 
smaller firms (Arora & Ceccagnoli, 2006)

• rise of technology specialists (e.g. semiconductors, Hall & Ziedonis, 2001)
• patent transactions by reducing uncertainty (patent licensing occurs 

around time of grant – Gans et al., 2008)

—Is IP Necessary for MFT?
• Specialized Engineering Firms in chemicals, software (Arora et al., 1998)
• open source (Gambardella & Von Hippel, 2019) 

• Users (Von Hippel, several papers)
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Competition (Arora & Fosfuri, 2004)
—Firms license if 

• RENTS FROM LICENSING > RENT DISSIPATION EFFECT (from creating a 
new competitor)

—RFL depends on appropriability, bargaining power, transaction 
costs

—RDE increases with 
• share of licensor’s product market
• product differentiation

—Licensing is then more likely when
• licensors are small (technology specialists)

• product markets are competitive
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Size of the technology market (GPT)
—We are used to think of size of the market as depth

—But with technology is breadth – that is, how many different 
product markets can I reach with my technology?

Machine 
tools

AutosSewing 
machines

BicyclesWeapons

Rosenberg, 1963
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Implications? 
—MFT more likely to arise in fragmented industries (large N) 

(Bresnahan & Gambardella, 1998) 

—GPT more likely to produce technology specialists that can make 
rents by increasing breadth (Gambardella & McGahan, 2010; Conti et 
al., 2019)
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MFT and the organization of firms
(Arora, Fosfuri, Ronde, 2011)

—MFT tapering off

—Why? B/c most technologies in large firms that do not license

—AFR show that if the licensing decision is decentralized to 
production managers, top managers do not offer enough incentives 
to license

—Why? Production managers have more information about best 
opportunities to license, and top managers favor incentives to 
production that they can monitor better

—More recently, AFR look at the timing of licensing, arguing that 
smaller firms have too strong incentives to license too late
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Finally ... 
... I want to focus on what I believe is one of the deepest insights 
of Ashish about the division of innovative labor ...  

MFT and the DIL help latecomers
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Specialized Engineering Firms (SEFs) 
& the chemical industry

FW chem 
industry

SEF

LDC chem 
industry
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MFT, DIL & advantage of second 
comers

Q

C/Q

QFW QFW+QLDCQLDC

Cost if no 
FW

Cost with 
FW
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MFT & DIL help who cannot make
—Early makers bestow an externality on late comers, making 

their entry and growth less costly

—In AFG (JDE 2001) we find that the presence of SEF in an 
industry raised the productivity of the LDC chemical firms, 
but not of the FW MNE (b/c they could make in any case)

—Phenomenon is very general 
• In XIX US, weapon industry helped later industries (bicycles, sewing 

machines, autos, ..) via machine tools
• Same today in many high tech industries
• GPTs make this process even more pronounced because of the potential of 

reaching widely 

• But you need markets for innovation & vertical division of labor
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Back to Nate ... 

Markets not just important because of the benefits of 
competition. They are at least equally important because they 
create the potential of vertical specialization and division of 
labor, with implied efficiency gains and redistributon; 
especially in today’s most important capital good industry –
innovation!

Nathan Rosenberg
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